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Abstract 13 

Seismic methods are key to subsurface imaging, and they rely on rock physics models that assign 14 
properties of interest from measured physical properties. However, assigning properties of 15 
interest, such as lithology, porosity, and permeability to subsurface domains requires solving a 16 
non-unique problem. Different combinations of measured physical properties can produce 17 
similar sets of properties of interest. Here we present and discuss benchtop measurements and 18 
numerical modeling of ultrasonic wave velocities in homogeneous and heterogeneous carbonate 19 
rocks. In heterogeneous rocks, the stress-induced variation of pore shapes and the presence of 20 
multiphase pore fluids affect the elastic wave velocities and are among the most invoked 21 
mechanisms to explain the observed variations of elastic wave velocities. Instead, we show that 22 
the scattering of elastic waves has a first-order effect on the velocities of the elastic waves and 23 
should be considered when applying rock physics models, at all scales, in carbonates, and in 24 
rocks that contain heterogeneities. Furthermore, we illustrate a laboratory method to measure 25 
frequency-dependent ultrasonic velocities (i.e., dispersion) and show that finite-difference 26 
modeling can reproduce the laboratory-observed dispersion, including the typical frequency shift 27 
produced by scatterers and dispersive media. 28 

 29 

Plain Language Summary 30 

Observations of how fast elastic waves or vibrations travel in the subsurface have provided the 31 
foundation for what we know of our planet's interior. However, this method, called seismology, 32 
cannot directly provide information such as the type of rock or fluid at depth. Instead, we 33 
interpret elastic wave velocities to create maps of useful information, such as the presence of 34 
water at depth. Those interpretations, unfortunately, can lead to errors as similar variations of 35 
wave velocities can result from different reasons. This work shows that very common rocks with 36 
large pores can exhibit variable velocities as the frequency of the elastic wave varies. This 37 
phenomenon is well known and is called the scattering of elastic waves, but often is not 38 
interpreted as the reason for velocity variations. Instead, other mechanisms, such as the variation 39 
of pore shape, might be erroneously invoked. We show and discuss laboratory experiments and 40 
computer modeling affected by scattering, helping geoscientists interpret wave velocity to 41 
improve the imaging of the subsurface. 42 

1 Introduction 43 

This work presents laboratory measurements and numerical wave propagation results to 44 
understand the velocity dispersion due to the scattering of elastic waves in heterogeneous rocks 45 
(e.g., de Hoop, 1995; Snieder, 2002). Here, for simplicity, we refer to the "elastic wave 46 
scattering" as "scattering." We tested dry carbonate rocks that typically have a limited intrinsic 47 
attenuation (Adam et al., 2009), demonstrating that scattering is a primary source of dispersion in 48 
these rocks. A characteristic length-scale controls the scattering magnitude and the range of 49 
critical frequencies where the mechanism is active. In carbonates, the characteristic length scale 50 
or scatterer size (ds) is a function of the microstructures and pore-scale structures that are 51 
controlled by the grains and micrite making up the matrix, the diagenetic processes, and the 52 
formation of secondary porosity (Bosellini et al., 1995). In particular, the size, number, and 53 
spatial distribution of pores are the main causes of scattering as pores and solid matrix have a 54 
large contrast of elastic impedance (i.e., the product of density and wave velocity). 55 
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Much experimental work on carbonates aims to determine relationships between physical 56 
and elastic properties, most often as a function of effective pressure. Many physical properties 57 
are of interest as well as how they evolve under depositional and burial conditions. Examples 58 
include pore type, porosity, fluid type and saturation, composition, and diagenetic alteration. 59 
Pore type and rock microstructures and their links to elastic wave velocities have been studied 60 
extensively (e.g., Casteleyn et al., 2010, 2011; Lambert et al., 2006; Leger & Luquot, 2021; 61 
Regnet et al., 2019; Wang, 1997; Weger et al., 2009). Studies of how porosity forms and evolves 62 
include, for example by Anselmetti et al., 1997; Baechle et al., 2008; Carpenter et al., 2015; 63 
Eberli et al., 2003; Heydari, 2003; Rafavich et al., 1984; Verwer et al., 2008). Pore-fluid type, 64 
pore-space structure, and fluid saturation can also affect the velocity response of carbonates 65 
(Ludmila Adam et al., 2006; Clark & Vanorio, 2016; Ikeda et al., 2021; Pimienta et al., 2014; 66 
Rasolofosaon & Zinszner, 2003; Verwer et al., 2010). Mineralogy, such as calcite versus 67 
dolomite-bearing rocks, also present different elastic properties (Fabricius et al., 2010; Japsen et 68 
al., 2004; J. B. Regnet, David, et al., 2015; J. B. Regnet, Robion, et al., 2015; J.-B. Regnet et al., 69 
2019; Røgen et al., 2005). Lastly, many authors have demonstrated the significant effects of 70 
diagenetic alteration on seismic velocities, particularly when diagenesis affects young sediments 71 
at shallow depths (e.g., Bemer et al., 2017; Makhloufi et al., 2013; Nader et al., 2016; Neveux et 72 
al., 2014). 73 

Variations in elastic wave velocities, however, could result because of others reasons that 74 
could be misleading. Elastic wave velocities also depend on the frequency of the propagating 75 
waves. The phenomenon of frequency-dependent elastic wave velocities (dispersion) has been 76 
examined across a wide range of frequencies from the seismic-field scale (<100 Hz) to the sonic 77 
(~100Hz – 10 kHz) and ultrasonic (>20 kHz) bandwidths. Laboratory measurements on core 78 
samples require various techniques to cover the sub- to MHz bandwidth (e.g., Best et al., 1994; 79 
Peselnick & Outerbridge, 1961; Subramaniyan et al., 2014; Toksöz et al., 1981). Thus, 80 
broadband laboratory measurements require comparing ultrasonic transmission to resonant-bar 81 
and sub-resonance measurements to piece together velocity dispersion curves (e.g., Adam et al., 82 
2009; Bourbié et al., 1987; Lozovyi & Bauer, 2019; Szewczyk et al., 2016; Tisato et al., 2021).  83 

When samples are fluid-saturated, the dispersion may result from other mechanisms such 84 
as the wave-induced fluid flow (WIFF) acting at different critical frequencies that are also a 85 
function of the rock microstructures (Mavko et al., 2009). An arguably simpler scenario is to 86 
consider a limited set of dispersion mechanisms based on measurements of dry samples at 87 
ultrasonic frequencies. In such conditions, we can assume that the dispersion arises from the 88 
intrinsic anelasticity of the minerals making up the rock, the friction between grains, and 89 
scattering (e.g., Walsh, 1966; K. Winkler et al., 1979; K. W. Winkler & Nur, 1982). Conducting 90 
pulse transmission measurements at variable ultrasonic frequencies requires techniques beyond 91 
the normal practice in experimental rock physics (Birch, 1960). Typically, measurements on 92 
carbonates have been performed at a fixed nominal frequency, mainly dictated by the source 93 
signal and transducer characteristics (e.g., Kenter et al., 2007). The transducer, a piezoelectric 94 
crystal padded with different materials, controls the transmission of the propagating energy. It 95 
resonates at a central frequency when it is excited with a broadband signal. That broadband 96 
signal is a spike that contains frequencies up to tens of MHz, typically higher than the transducer 97 
resonating frequency (0.1–10 MHz). The signal frequency is held constant also for pragmatic 98 
reasons, such as comparing measurements performed during pressure or saturation cycling to 99 
simplify the experimental configuration. Therefore, this choice depends on the sensor and the 100 
design of the source signal, and the experiment.  101 
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Another aspect of the frequency-dependent scenario regards the rock sample. Scattering 102 
causes dispersion that is coupled with apparent attenuation in addition to intrinsic attenuation, 103 
which controls the frequency of the transmitted wavelet (Quan & Harris, 1997; Richards & 104 
Menke, 1983). In particular, the central frequency of the output signal will tend to be lower than 105 
the frequency of the input signal. Fabricius et al. (2010) discussed such an effect for dry and 106 
saturated carbonates. However, many publications do not compare input and output signal 107 
frequency content nor discuss the implication of such a change in signal frequency. 108 

A possible solution to untangle scattering from intrinsic attenuation is to independently 109 
estimate scattering using analytical or numerical modeling. Analytical solutions for scattering, 110 
however, are typically limited to scatterers with simple geometries and low number density (e.g., 111 
Aki & Richards, 2009; Gritto et al., 1995; Johnson, 2018; Korneev & Johnson, 1996). On the 112 
other hand, numerical simulations can handle high number density scatterers with complex 113 
geometries and vary the dominant frequency of the source wavelet (Di Martino et al., 2022; 114 
Matsushima et al., 2020; Richards & Menke, 1983). Numerical simulations become powerful 115 
when performed on models that represent the real geometry and distribution of pores, such as 116 
those obtained with micro-computed tomography (µCT) (Andrä et al., 2013b, 2013a; Ikeda et al., 117 
2021). Among the methods to simulate wave propagation, finite-differences (FD) (e.g., Bohlen, 118 
2002; Saenger et al., 2004; Saenger & Bohlen, 2004) adapt well to µCT imagery. However, µCT 119 
images cannot be directly used in FD simulations. To create FD input parameter matrices, one or 120 
more intermediate steps – either involving or not segmentation – must be applied to assign 121 
physical properties of each µCT voxel (e.g., Goldfarb et al., 2022; Ikeda et al., 2020, 2021; 122 
Kerimov et al., 2020; Madonna et al., 2012; Saxena et al., 2019). Because scattering is mostly 123 
effective for wavelength to scatterer size ratios (l/ds) around 2p, the resolution of the µCT 124 
imagery becomes important to properly simulate scattering. For carbonates one can consider a 125 
typical minimum body wave velocity of 2000 m/s and a maximum testing frequency of 1.2 MHz, 126 
providing a minimum wavelength (lmin) of 1.6 mm. Thus, a µCT resolution of 16 µm – typical 127 
for centimetric-sized samples - would be able to capture scatterers ~100 times smaller than the 128 
wavelength. For l/ds~100 wave propagation can be approximated by effective medium theories 129 
(Mavko et al., 2009). 130 

Here, we measured compressional and transverse wave (i.e., P and S waves) velocities at 131 
different ultrasonic frequencies in carbonate samples with different porosities and scatterer sizes. 132 
We used transducers producing enough energy over a wide bandwidth (0.2–2 MHz) and 133 
employed a variable input frequency (0.3–1 MHz) without changing sensors or technique. The 134 
same sensors were also able to detect waves in the source bandwidth. In addition to the 135 
laboratory measurements, we simulated the propagation of P and S waves at different 136 
frequencies (0.3–1.2 MHz) on segmented µCT models. According to the µCT resolutions, pore 137 
sizes, and employed wave frequencies we tested l/ds between ~2 and ~100. Such a range 138 
indicates that we have mainly tested Rayleigh scattering to effective medium conditions (Mavko 139 
et al., 2009). This work shows that in heterogeneous rocks, such as carbonates, variations of 140 
ultrasonic velocities – especially when source and transmitted wave frequencies are not 141 
thoroughly assessed - might result from scattering rather than variations of petrophysical 142 
properties. 143 

The organization of the paper follows this structure. First are the descriptions of the 144 
samples. Next is the explanation of the techniques for the ultrasonic laboratory measurements, 145 
including calibration. The third component details the signal analysis of the waveforms and 146 
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amplitude spectra to determine arrival times and dominant frequencies, respectively. We then 147 
present the steps for the numerical simulations. The results then demonstrate the similarity of the 148 
dispersion between the laboratory measurements and simulated scenarios. A discussion then 149 
amalgamates the results, along with explanations and implications. Finally, we provide 150 
concluding remarks. 151 

 152 

2 Materials and Methods 153 

2.1 Samples 154 

We performed measurements of ultrasonic wave velocities on five carbonate samples named 155 
LSK068 (Rocherons Limestone), LSK062 (Edward Yellow Limestone), LSK014 (Indiana 156 
Limestone), LSK050 (Buda Limestone), and LSK059 (Silurian Dolomite). These samples are a 157 
set of outcrop rocks purchased from Korurek Industries (https://kocurekindustries.com/) ~38 mm 158 
long and 25.4 mm in diameter cylinders. The porosity of each core was measured using a helium 159 
pycnometer (our development). Table 1 reports sample dimensions, porosities, and abundances 160 
of main minerals in the five samples according to X-ray diffraction analyses. All samples are 161 
comprised mainly of calcite except LSK059, which is comprised of 99.1% dolomite. We used 162 
micro-computed tomography (µCT) to study the internal structure of the rocks and obtain 3D 163 
models of the core samples. According to Dunham (1962) and µCT images (fig. 1) we classified 164 
the samples as mudstones and packstones.  165 
 166 
Sample  LSK068 LSK062 LSK014 LSK050 LSK059 

Length (L±DL) (mm) 38.14±0.02 38.18±0.03 38.20±0.07 38.19±0.06 38.23±0.02 
Diameter (mm) 25.4 25.4 25.4 25.4 25.4 
F (%) 3.0 26.0 21.0 8.0 11.0 
Quartz (%) 0.4 0.6 1.1 1.4 0.5 
Calcite (%) 99.4 98.3 98.6 97.1 0.2 
Dolomite (%) 0.2 1.0 0.3 0.2 99.1 
Other minerals (%) 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.3 0.2 
Classification Mudstone Packstone Packstone Mudstone Packstone 
Table 1. Core sample properties. 167 
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168 
Figure 1. 2D slices of the 3D µCT volumes of the five core samples. Grain sizes and porosity 169 
dictated the mudstone and packstone classifications. LSK068 is homogeneous, and the others are 170 
more heterogeneous. 171 
 172 

2.2 Ultrasonic velocities 173 

Laboratory data acquisition 174 
 175 
Ultrasonic P and S velocities were measured using a modified version of the pulse transmission 176 
method (Birch, 1960) and by dividing the sample length by the travel time of the ultrasonic wave 177 
through the core specimens. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup. The classic pulse 178 
transmission method drives the ultrasonic source with a broadband input signal generated by a 179 
pulse generator (Tisato & Marelli, 2013). Consequently, the source elastic wave has a frequency 180 
close to the resonance frequency of the transducers, typically between 0.1 and 10 MHz, 181 
depending on the transducers. 182 
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 183 
Figure 2. Laboratory setup. The Matlab script running on the computer controls via USB the 184 
function generator (1), the signal generated by the function generator feeds into a linear 185 
amplifier (2) whose output signal is recorded by channel C of the digital oscilloscope (3), and 186 
powers the ultrasonic source (4). Channel A of the oscilloscope records the function generator 187 
trigger signal. The sample (5) is compressed between the source and the receiver (6) using a 188 
screw press. The normal force applied to the measuring column is measured by a load cell and a 189 
digital multimeter (7). The signal generated by the receiver is recorded by channel B of the 190 
oscilloscope, and the acquisition software (8), which is also controlled by the Matlab script. 191 
 192 
In the present work, we drove the ultrasonic source using an arbitrary waveform generator (Rigol 193 
DG1022) and a linear RF power amplifier (ENI 240). Such a device allows producing ultrasonic 194 
waves at a specific frequency and with a known wavelet. The ultrasonic sources and receivers 195 
are pairs of Olympus V102 and V152 piezoelectric transducers to generate and detect P and S 196 
waves, respectively. According to the frequency spectra (see Figure S1), our transducers can 197 
produce ultrasonic waves between ~0.2 and 2 MHz. Calibration did confirm that our transducers 198 
can produce and detect elastic energy in the measuring bandwidth, i.e., 0.3 to 1 MHz. 199 
 200 
During testing, we clamped the sample between a pair of transducers using ultrasonic couplant 201 
gels (Olympus couplant D and SWC-2 for P and S waves, respectively) to improve energy 202 
transmission at the transducer-sample interfaces. The normal force was measured using a 203 
resistive load cell and kept around 360 N during testing. A Matlab script controls the function 204 
generator producing a Ricker wavelet with amplitude 0.25 Volts and nominal frequency (fn) 205 
varying between 0.3 and 1 MHz. The ENI 240 amplifies the signal of 50 dB, i.e., increases the 206 
signal amplitude by 316 times and drives the ultrasonic source. This power signal is called 207 
"input" and recorded by channel C of the oscilloscope (Picoscope 4424) through a resistive 208 
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voltage divider that attenuates the signal by 40 dB. The transducer on the top of the sample 209 
sensed the transmitted wave ("output") that was recorded by channel B of the oscilloscope. The 210 
Matlab script also controls the data acquisition by managing the acquisition software (Picoscope 211 
6.14). The function generator and the oscilloscope were time-synchronized by connecting the 212 
external trigger of the function generator to channel A of the oscilloscope. All channels were 213 
acquired with a vertical resolution of 12 bits, a sampling rate of 40 MHz for a total time of 50 µs. 214 
 215 
For each core sample, we acquired ultrasonic velocities at eight different nominal frequencies. 216 
First, we acquired input, output, and trigger signals for increasing fn between 0.3 and 1 MHz in 217 
steps of 0.1 MHz. Then, we acquired input, output, and trigger signals for decreasing fn between 218 
0.9 and 0.3 MHz in steps of 0.1 MHz (i.e., frequency cycling). In total, we acquired ultrasonic 219 
velocities at fifteen nominal frequency steps. At each fn step, we repeat the acquisition of the 220 
transmitted wavelet 32 times to later perform stacking and improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 221 
Single traces were saved as comma-separated-value (csv) files. 222 
 223 
Data analysis 224 
 225 
We developed and used Matlab scripts to analyze input and output signals to determine i) travel 226 
times via picking and ii) the frequency content of the source and transmitted signals. For 227 
laboratory data, such analysis is performed on stacked signals following these steps.  228 
• The input signal is normalized by the amplitude of the first trough, i.e., "input first trough" 229 

(IFT) as labeled in Figure 3. Hereafter, the term "input signal" refers to the normalized input 230 
signal; 231 

• On P waves, specific peaks (PSP) are identified on the output signal using the Matlab built-in 232 
function findpeaks with parameters: i) minimum peak distance of 1/(2 fn) and ii) minimum 233 
peak prominence equal to a fourth of the signal amplitude standard deviation. As P wave 234 
input and output signals have the same polarity, the output signal is normalized by the 235 
amplitude of the trough aftergoing the first PSP, also called "output first trough" (OFT). 236 
Hereafter, the term "output signal" refers to the normalized output signal; 237 

• On S waves, specific peaks (SSP) are identified on the output signal using the Matlab built-in 238 
function findpeaks with parameters: i) minimum peak distance of 1/(2 fn) and ii) minimum 239 
peak prominence equal to the maximum of the output signal multiplied by a coefficient 240 
chosen between 0.3 and 0.5. Such a coefficient varied among samples and is empirically 241 
determined until the algorithm locates the first S wave peak. Because S wave input and 242 
output signals have opposite polarities, the output signal is normalized by the amplitude of 243 
the first peak and then inverted. In such a way, the first SSP becomes the "output first 244 
trough" (OFT). Hereafter, the term "output signal" refers to the normalized and inverted 245 
output signal; 246 

• We define the ISS as the part of input signal that has an amplitude ranging –0.03 to –0.3 and 247 
lays between the input zero-crossings preceding the IFT (thick gray line segments in Figure 248 
3); 249 

• We define the OSS as the output signal that has vertical values ranging from -0.03 to -0.3 and 250 
lays between the output zero-crossings preceding the OFT (thick red line segments in Figure 251 
3); 252 
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The travel time (tt) was estimated as: 253 
𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑂 − 𝑡𝑡𝐼, 254 

𝑡𝑡𝑂 = ∑ "!""	$	%
$&'

#
, eq. 1 255 

     𝑡𝑡𝐼 = ∑ "(""	$	%
$&'

#
 ,  256 

where N is the number of recorded samples in the ISS and OSS, and 𝑡$%%	' and 𝑡(%%	' are the ith 257 
sample times within the ISS and OSS. Because S wave output signals are mixed with a converted 258 
P wave signal (Sp), S wave travel time is first estimated using eq. 1 and then refined by manual 259 
picking. 260 

 261 
Figure 3. Examples of picking for an S and a P-wave, top and bottom traces, respectively. (1) 262 
and (2) indicate the input (ISS) and output (OSS) selected signals. Travel times are estimated by 263 
measuring the time distance between ISS and OSS. Sp is the P wave arrival due to a S to P wave 264 
conversion. 265 
 266 
The uncertainty on tt is defined by a lower (Dtt-) and upper (Dtt+) bound: 267 

∆𝑡𝑡) = min
'*+,-,…#

(𝑡$%%	' − 𝑡(%%	')−𝑡𝑡 −
+
/)

, 268 

∆𝑡𝑡0 = max
'*+,-,…#

(𝑡$%%	' − 𝑡(%%	')−𝑡𝑡 +
+
/)

, eq. 2 269 

where fs is the sampling rate. 270 
 271 
The frequency content of the input and the output signals is evaluated by performing the fast 272 
Fourier transform on the signal and fitting the amplitude spectra with a skewed Gaussian 273 
function (Azzalini, 1985): 274 

𝑔(𝑓) = 1
2√-

𝑒
*(,*-)/

/0/
+
-
31 + 𝑒𝑟𝑓 6/)4

5√-
78,	 eq. 3 275 

Where A, w, ξ and α are the fitting parameters, and f is frequency. The mean frequency of the 276 
signal is defined as : 277 

𝑓̅ = 𝜉 + 𝜔𝛿>-
6
,  eq. 4 278 

Where δ is: 279 
𝛿 = 5

√+05/
,  eq. 5 280 

The mean frequency standard deviation is calculated as:  281 
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𝜎 = 𝜔>61 − -7/

6
7,  eq. 6 282 

We defined fi and fo as the 𝑓 ̅calculated for the input and the transmitted (output) wave, 283 
respectively. To evaluate the input to transmitted frequency shift that is typical of dispersive 284 
media (e.g., Aki & Richards, 2009; Quan & Harris, 1997; Richards & Menke, 1983), we 285 
calculated the frequency shift coefficient (Df) for each experiment. The frequency shift 286 
coefficient (Df) was calculated on numerical and laboratory experiments on samples LSK068, 287 
LSK062, LSK014 and LSK050 as: 288 

∆𝑓 = !
"
∑ #!	#

#$	#
"
$%! 	, eq. 7 289 

Where m is mth measurement among the M performed on the sample: N is 8 and 15 for 290 
numerical and laboratory experiments, respectively. A Df of around one indicates that, on 291 
average, fo is similar to fi, typical of elastic media. On the other hand, a Df below one indicates 292 
that, on average, fo is lower than fi, which is typical of dispersive media. 293 

 294 
Calibration 295 
 296 
We performed a calibration to correct the travel times for the delay introduced by the transducer 297 
pairs. Such a calibration was performed independently for P and S waves. For both wave types, 298 
we measured travel times at five nominal frequencies (fn = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 MHz) on four 299 
stainless steel (AISI 304) cylinders with a diameter of 25.4 and lengths of 38.1, 50.8, 63.43, and 300 
76.20 mm. Thus, we obtained 40 travel times, i.e., one for i) each wave type, ii) nominal 301 
frequency, and iii) sample length. Figure 4 shows two examples of calibration wavelets and 302 
frequency contents. 303 
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 304 
Figure 4. On top, input and output signals for P and S waves and five different nominal 305 
frequencies. The sample is a stainless steel cylinder of length (L) 63.43 mm used for calibration. 306 
Vertical gray and red lines indicate input and output picking, respectively. The travel time is 307 
calculated as the time distance between the input and output picking. On the bottom, the 308 
amplitude of the signals Fourier transforms. Amplitude spectra are fit with skewed Gaussians 309 
(Azzalini, 1985), and mean frequencies of input and output signals are shown as fi and fo, 310 
respectively. 311 
 312 
For both P and S-waves, we grouped travel times according to the nominal frequency (fn) and 313 
obtained five linear fitting curves describing travel times as a function of sample lengths (i.e., 314 
one for each frequency). The five intercepts of these linear fits represent the travel times 315 
extrapolated to a zero-length sample, effectively representing the delays introduced by the 316 
transducer pairs at each frequency (See Figure S2). Intercepts on the frequency-travel time plane 317 
were fit with a second-order polynomial: 318 

∆𝑡8,9 = 𝑎	𝑓:
- + 𝑏	𝑓: + 𝑐  eq. 8 319 

Where Dt is the delay in general and Dtp Dts for P and S-waves, respectively.  320 
 321 

Wave velocities 322 
 323 
Velocities in rock samples are calculated as 	𝑉	);<*0;<1: 324 
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𝑉 = =
"")D"

  eq. 9 325 

Where L is the sample length, DL is the sample length uncertainty and Δ𝑉0, Δ𝑉) are the positive 326 
and negative uncertainties calculated as: 327 

Δ𝑉0,) = 𝑉>6;=
=
7
-
+ 6"");"

∆""*,1
7
-
 eq. 10 328 

. 329 
 330 

2.3 Micro-computed tomography, segmentation, and numerical simulation of wave propagation 331 

Micro-computed tomographies (µCT) were acquired at resolutions (dh) ranging between 30.75 332 
and 32.20 µm per voxel using a Zeiss Versa 520 3D X-ray microscope at a voltage of 80kV. The 333 
images were acquired using ~2000 projections and corrected for beam hardening. We saved µCT 334 
imagery values with 8 bits resolution (i.e., 0-255 levels) and performed segmentation of such 335 
values to binarize voxels into three phases (0, 1, and 2). These three phases represent three 336 
materials: air, porous rock, and solid mineral. Air and mineral represent extremes; instead, the 337 
"porous rock" – i.e., phase 1 - represents unresolved micro-porosity, e.g., micrite (e.g., Saenger 338 
et al., 2016); i.e., “microporosity” means porosity with pore bodies smaller than the image 339 
resolution of the µCT imagery. A machine learning segmentation method (IPSDK Explorer 340 
https://www.reactivip.com/) was used to segment the µCT images. This kind of pixel-based 341 
segmentation uses different feature maps (volumes) and a random walker in combination with a 342 
set of hand-labeled phase identifications. The algorithm segments the image based on the CT 343 
number and textural features, as shown in figure 5 by the overlapping histograms.  344 
 345 
Figure 5 shows histograms of voxel values and assigned phases for each sample, along with two-346 
dimensional slices of segmented samples. Segmented sample LSK068 comprises only phase 2, 347 
while the other samples contain variable quantities of phase 0 and 1. For samples LSK062, 348 
LSK014, LSK050, and LSK059, phase 0 represents 0.6 to 2.9% of the total volume, while 349 
porosities range between 8 and 26% (Table 1). On the other hand, phase 1 in those samples 350 
represents a volume between 7.9 and 47.4% of the total volume. 351 
 352 
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 353 
Figure 5. On the top, histograms report µCT value distributions and percentages of assigned 354 
phases for the five samples. On the bottom, two-dimensional slices through the five segmented 355 
samples. Samples are padded with air to create ~zero stress boundaries. The colorbar indicates 356 
the color coding for each phase. White dashed lines indicate the location of sources and 357 
receivers for numerical modeling. 358 
 359 
We simulated laboratory experiments on four samples by simulating wave propagation on µCT 360 
derived models. First, for each model, we extracted a parallelepiped of dimensions 436x436x926 361 
voxels along x, y, and z-direction, respectively. We added 436x436x5 voxels made of phase 2 to 362 
the sample ends to create solid paddings preventing sources and receivers from being placed 363 
inside pores. Sources and receivers loci were chosen on a regular grid spaced 20 voxels along 364 
two x-y planes inside the end sample paddings. Thus, sources and receivers were 930 voxels 365 
apart along the z-axis. Finally, we added 32 voxels on each side of the model. Each final model 366 
was then 500x500x1000 voxels (Figure 5). 367 
 368 
We assigned density, bulk and shear modulus to each final model voxel according to voxel 369 
phases. Assigned properties and derived P and S wave velocities for each phase are reported in 370 
Table 2. The properties of phases 0 and 2 are the properties of air and calcite, respectively 371 
(Mavko et al., 2019), while the properties of phase 1 have been calculated assuming a porous 372 
rock phase (micrite) with 30% porosity and a modified Voigt-Reuss-Hill average with critical 373 
porosity of 60% (Goldfarb et al., 2022; Mavko et al., 2019). 374 
 375 
 376 
 377 
 378 
 379 
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Phase 0 
Air 

1  
Porous Rock 

2  
Solid Rock 

K (GPa) 1.12E-04 17.5 70 
G (GPa) 0 7.5 30 
r (kg/m3) 1 1897 2710 
Vp (m/s) 335 3807 6371 
Vs (m/s) 0.0 1988 3327 

Table 2. Physical properties assigned to the segmented µCT models. 380 
 381 
We used the code SOFI3D (Bohlen, 2002) to simulate the propagation of elastic waves in final 382 
models using a non-staggered grid. SOFI3D uses a time-explicit finite difference method to 383 
calculate the displacement at each voxel. Simulations resembled the laboratory transmission 384 
method as we forced displacement at source locations using a Ricker wavelet: 385 

𝑟(𝑡) = (1 − 2𝜏-)𝑒)?/ eq. 11 386 

where 𝜏 = 𝜋𝑓@ 6𝑡 −
A
-/3
− 𝑡B7, 𝑓@ is the corner frequency and 𝑡B = − C

+D/3	
, which is the delay 387 

time. 388 
 389 
The plane elastic wave generated at the source locations propagated through the medium along the 390 
z-axis and reached the receivers that collected displacement signals in the three directions. 391 
Receiver signals were averaged to produce single seismograms along each direction, imitating the 392 
signal collected by piezoelectric crystals in the laboratory. We performed two simulations for each 393 
sample: one for measuring P-wave velocity where source displacement was parallel to the z-axis 394 
and one for estimating S-wave velocity in which source displacement was parallel to the x-axis. 395 
For P and S-wave experiments, we analyzed z and x displacement seismograms, respectively. 396 
Finally, the wave speed was calculated as the ratio between the source-to-receiver distance (i.e., 397 
930·dh) and the time that the elastic wave took to travel across the sample. Travel times are 398 
estimated using the same methods described previously to estimate travel times for laboratory 399 
experiments. 400 
 401 
To analyze our results in terms of the wavelength (l) to scatterer size (ds) ratio (l/ds), we 402 
estimated the pore size distribution (PSD) of each sample from the µCT imageries. The analyses 403 
were performed on the portion of datasets representing the rock, i.e., we eliminated the top and 404 
bottom calcite pads and the air borders obtaining 3D volumes of 927x437x437 voxels. We used 405 
the continuous 3D Pore Size Distribution function of the Xlib plugin of ImageJ (Münch & 406 
Holzer, 2008), considering three different pore spaces: the voxels represented by i) phase 0, ii) 407 
phase 1, and iii) phase 0 and 1 merged. Such a tool calculates the pore radii distribution by fitting 408 
spheres with variable diameters within the pore space. We selected to search within diameters 409 
ranging between 2·dh and 100·dh. 410 

3 Results 411 

Raw data include 15 laboratory and 8 numerical ultrasonic wavelets for each sample. For 412 
simplicity, results are grouped first for sample LSK068 for both the laboratory measurements 413 
and numerical simulations and then for sample LSK062. Those two samples, respectively, 414 
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exhibit little and significant dispersion. We report the results for samples LSK014, LSK050, and 415 
LSK059 in the supporting information as they would sound redundant to those of samples 416 
LSK068 and LSK062. Data are expressed as waveforms, amplitude spectra, and Vp, Vs, and 417 
Vp/Vs as a function of frequency. 418 

Figure 6a includes normalized waveforms that correspond to different input frequencies. Time is 419 
in microseconds. Input frequencies (fi) are displayed in the figure from 0.3 MHz at the bottom to 420 
1 MHz at the top. Four waveforms are plotted and grouped in two pairs for each frequency: the 421 
gray and its superimposed black dashed line are input signals, whereas the red and its 422 
superimposed waveform are output signals. For both input and output waveforms, solid and 423 
dashed lines are signals for the frequency cycle from 0.3 up to 1 MHz, and from 1 down to 0.3 424 
MHz, respectively. The envelopes of the input waveforms are easily seen in the outputs with 425 
little change in the phase. Also included are vertical tick marks that denote ttI and ttO. Figure 6b 426 
contains the amplitude spectra for each waveform of Figure 8a. The color scheme is the same as 427 
in Figure 6a, i.e., gray and overlapping black dashed lines indicate input waves for upgoing and 428 
downgoing frequencies, respectively; red and overlapping black dashed lines indicate transmitted 429 
waves for upgoing and downgoing frequencies, respectively. Also plotted in panel b are 430 
diamonds and thick overlain segments of the amplitude spectra representing 𝑓 ̅and ±𝜎 of the 431 
respective panel a signals. 432 
 433 

 434 
Figure 6. a) Plot of laboratory P-wave waveforms for sample LSK068. Input frequencies (fi) of 435 
the Ricker source signals are indicated in the text. The gray waveforms are the input signals for 436 
frequencies increasing from 0.3 to 1 MHz, and the overlain dashed black are the input signals 437 
for frequencies decreasing over that range. Red and their overlying dashed black waveforms are 438 
the transmitted waves. Those colors correspond, respectively, to the up- and down-going 439 
frequency cycling. b) Amplitude spectra for the waveforms in a) using the same color scheme. 440 
Diamonds and thick line segments correspond to 𝑓̅ and ±𝜎, respectively. c) P-wave waveforms 441 
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from numerical simulations for sample LSK068. Gray corresponds to input and red to 442 
transmitted signals. No black dashed lines are present because numerical simulations were 443 
performed only for the increasing frequency cycle. d) Amplitude spectra for the waveforms in c) 444 
using the same color designations as well as diamonds and thick lines for 𝑓 ̅and ±𝜎, 445 
respectively. In panels a) and c), the distance between pairs of black vertical ticks on each 446 
wavelet corresponds to the travel time (tt). 447 
 448 
Figure 6c contains the waveforms, and 6d contains the amplitude spectra for the P-wave 449 
numerical simulations for sample LSK068. In Figure 6c, the input wavelets are in gray, and the 450 
observed waveforms are in red. No frequency cycling was necessary for these simulations, so 451 
only one set of inputs and observations are displayed. Waveforms correspond to frequencies 452 
from 0.3 to 1 MHz, and the black tick marks indicate ttI and ttO. Amplitude spectra in Figure 8d 453 
correspond to the inputs and outputs (i.e., gray and red), respectively. Diamonds and thick lines 454 
mark 𝑓 ̅and ±𝜎 to each spectrum, respectively. 455 
 456 
Figure 7 contains the Vs wavelets and amplitude spectra for sample LSK068, both laboratory 457 
and numerical experiments. Panel layouts, color schemes and symbols (i.e., ticks, diamonds and 458 
thick lines) have the same meaning as those in Figure 6. 459 
 460 
 461 

 462 
Figure 7. a) Laboratory S-wave waveforms for sample LSK068. Input frequencies (fi) of the 463 
Ricker source signals are indicated in the text. The gray waveforms are the input signals for 464 
frequencies increasing from 0.3 to 1 MHz, and the overlain dashed black are the input signals 465 
for frequencies decreasing over that range. Red and their overlain dashed black waveforms are 466 
the output waveforms for the up- and down-going frequency cycling, respectively. b) Amplitude 467 
spectra for the waveforms in panel a using the same color scheme. Diamonds and thick line 468 
segments correspond to 𝑓 ̅and ±𝜎, respectively. c) S-wave waveforms from numerical 469 
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simulations for sample LSK068. Gray corresponds to input and red to output signals. No black 470 
dashed lines are present because numerical simulations were performed only for the increasing 471 
frequency cycle. d) Amplitude spectra for the waveforms in c) using the same color designations 472 
as well as diamonds and thick lines for 𝑓 ̅and ±𝜎, respectively. In panels a) and c), the distance 473 
between pairs of black vertical ticks on each wavelet corresponds to the travel time (tt). 474 
 475 
Velocities as a function of frequency for LSK068 are in Figure 8; from panel a to panel c are 476 
compressional velocities (Vp), shear velocities (Vs), and compressional to shear velocities ratios 477 
(Vp/Vs), respectively. Diamonds and circles correspond to laboratory and numerical 478 
experiments, respectively. Plots for Vp and Vs contain two sets of frequencies. In gray are the 479 
velocities as a function of fi, and in red are the velocities as a function of fo. Error bars are equal 480 
to Δ𝑉0,) (eq. 10). Error bars on the frequency (±𝜎) are plotted on the amplitude spectra but not 481 
repeated in the crossplots. We calculated a velocity for each wavelet pair (i.e., input and output 482 
waveform) shown in Figure 6a, 6b, 7a, and 7b. Pairs are formed by picking velocities measured 483 
at the same fi. The minimum to maximum Vp range is about 100 m/s, and the Vp values all fall 484 
above 6200 m/s. The range of Vp is within the error of the picked velocities, so this sample 485 
shows little velocity dispersion for Vp for the laboratory data. Simulated velocities are greater 486 
than laboratory ones, but the amount of dispersion is relatively small, and of the same order as 487 
the laboratory data and concentrated at the lowest frequencies (~0.3 MHz). 488 
 489 
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 490 
Figure 8. Panel a and b are sample LSK068 frequency-dependent Vp and Vs, respectively. 491 
Diamonds and circles indicate laboratory and numerical measurements, respectively. Red and 492 
gray markers have frequencies equal to fo and fi, respectively. Errorbars have magnitues equal 493 
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to 𝛥𝑉0,). The overall velocity range is about 100 m/s for both laboratory and numerical 494 
experiments. The numerical experiment at the lowest frequency might be affected by a near-field 495 
effect. Considering the indicated errors, this sample shows little observable dispersion. Vs 496 
exhibits some dispersion, but very little considering the indicated errors Vs are within 150 m/s. 497 
Lastly in panel c are the frequency-dependent Vp to Vs ratios (Vp/Vs) that are calculated for 498 
each pair of Vp and Vs points measured at the same fi. Vp/Vs frequencies are calculated as the 499 
average of the frequencies of point pairs. Error bars on Vp/Vs are the RMS average of the error 500 
bars on Vp and Vs point pairs. 501 
 502 
The overall Vs dispersion is ~100 m/s, so little Vs dispersion is present given the size of the error 503 
bars for the laboratory data. The numerical values (circles) show similar velocity values and 504 
range of dispersion to the laboratory results. 505 
 506 
Last in Figure 8c are Vp to Vs ratios (Vp/Vs) as a function of frequency. Vp/Vs are calculated 507 
for pairs or measurements (i.e., 1 Vp and 1 Vs) that have been measured at the same fi. Each 508 
point frequency is calculated as the average of the frequencies of the Vp and Vs points in the 509 
pair. Error bars were computed using the root-mean-square (RMS) calculation that combined the 510 
errors of the Vp and Vs points in the pair. All values of Vp/Vs exceed the minimum of  √2 for 511 
isotropic materials, are fairly constant (~1.9) for laboratory measurements over the frequency 512 
range and decrease from 2 to 1.9 within the frequency interval for numerical experiments.  513 
 514 
Sample LSK062 515 
 516 
The results for sample LSK062, measured at the same fi of LSK068, are contained in the next 517 
three figures (i.e., 9, 10 and 11). Figures 9 and 10 include wavelets and spectra for Vp (Figure 9) 518 
and Vs (Figure 10), respectively. Data are presented in the same way as in Figure 6 and 7. Panels 519 
a and b contain waveforms and relative spectra of laboratory measurements. Panels c and d 520 
include waveforms and relative spectra of numerical experiments. At fi equal and less than 0.5 521 
MHz, a relatively small shift between fi and fo is present. However, above 0.5 MHz, fc is 522 
noticeably lower than fi (i.e., notice the divergence of gray and read diamonds as fi increases). 523 
Clear first arrivals are apparent in the waveforms (vertical tick marks in a and c).  524 
 525 
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 526 
Figure 9. a) Plot of laboratory P-wave waveforms for sample LSK062. Input frequencies (fi) of 527 
the Ricker source signals are indicated in the text. The gray waveforms are the input signals for 528 
frequencies increasing from 0.3 to 1 MHz, and the overlain dashed black are the input signals 529 
for frequencies decreasing over that range. Red and their overlying dashed black waveforms are 530 
the transmitted waves. Those colors correspond, respectively, to the up- and down-going 531 
frequency cycling. b) Amplitude spectra for the waveforms in a) using the same color scheme. 532 
Diamonds and thick line segments correspond to 𝑓̅ and ±𝜎, respectively. c) P-wave waveforms 533 
from numerical simulations for sample LSK062. Gray corresponds to input and red to 534 
transmitted signals. No black dashed lines are present because numerical simulations were 535 
performed only for the increasing frequency cycle. d) Amplitude spectra for the waveforms in c) 536 
using the same color designations as well as diamonds and thick lines for 𝑓 ̅and ±𝜎, 537 
respectively. In panels a) and c), the distance between pairs of black vertical ticks on each 538 
wavelet corresponds to the travel time (tt). 539 
 540 
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 541 

Figure 10. a) Plot of laboratory S-wave waveforms for sample LSK062. Input frequencies (fi) of 542 
the Ricker source signals are indicated in the text. The gray waveforms are the input signals for 543 
frequencies increasing from 0.3 to 1 MHz, and the overlain dashed black are the input signals 544 
for frequencies decreasing over that range. Red and their overlying dashed black waveforms are 545 
the transmitted waves. Those colors correspond, respectively, to the up- and down-going 546 
frequency cycling. b) Amplitude spectra for the waveforms in a) using the same color scheme. 547 
Diamonds and thick line segments correspond to 𝑓̅ and ±𝜎, respectively. c) S-wave waveforms 548 
from numerical simulations for sample LSK062. Gray corresponds to input and red to 549 
transmitted signals. No black dashed lines are present because numerical simulations were 550 
performed only for the increasing frequency cycle. d) Amplitude spectra for the waveforms in c) 551 
using the same color designations as well as diamonds and thick lines for 𝑓 ̅and ±𝜎, 552 
respectively. In panels a) and c), the distance between pairs of black vertical ticks on each 553 
wavelet corresponds to the travel time (tt). 554 
 555 
Plots of the frequency-dependent Vp and Vs values for this sample are in Figures 11a and 11b, 556 
respectively. Data are presented using the same color scheme and markers as Figure 8. The Vp 557 
and Vs values are noticeably slower for this sample relative to LSK068. The dispersive behavior 558 
of Vp and Vs is evident by observing how the velocities indicated by red points and diamonds 559 
(fo) and gray points and diamonds (fi) increase along frequency. Laboratory P velocities increase 560 
of about 250 m/s over the frequency range, which exceeds the size of the error bars. Simulations 561 
(circles) show similar behavior in terms of dispersion magnitude and frequency range, but the 562 
numerical velocities are faster than the measured ones. For Vs, a dispersion of about 150 m/s is 563 
present over a narrow frequency range of 0.3–0.55 MHz (red diamonds), and simulations 564 
(circles) show a similar pattern. Finally, 11c contains Vp to Vs ratios (Vp/Vs) for measured 565 
(diamonds) and simulated values (circles) expressed as a function of fi (gray) and fo (red). The 566 
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laboratory and numerical Vp/Vs values do not match exactly, but the dispersion behavior is 567 
similar. 568 
 569 
 570 
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 571 
Figure 11. Panel a and b are sample LSK062 frequency-dependent Vp and Vs, respectively. 572 
Diamonds and circles indicate laboratory and numerical measurements, respectively. Red and 573 
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gray markers have frequencies equal to 𝑓 ̅and fi, respectively. Errorbars have magnitues equal to 574 
𝛥𝑉0,). The overall range of Vp spans about 300 m/s, well above the size of the error bars. Vs 575 
velocities range span about 200 m/s. Velocities illustrate dispersive behavior where the most 576 
rapid changes occur for frequencies >0.4 MHz. Velocities as a function of frequency show that 577 
transmitted frequencies (𝑓 ̅in red) do not exceed about 0.55 MHz. The Vp/Vs values in c) all fall 578 
above √2. In panels a and b, the frequencies are fi for the gray markers and 𝑓 ̅for the red 579 
markers. In panel c, Vp/Vs are calculated for each pair of Vp, and Vs that are measured at the 580 
same fi. Vp/Vs frequencies are calculated as the average of the frequencies of point pairs. Error 581 
bars on Vp/Vs are the RMS average of the error bars on Vp and Vs point pairs. 582 
 583 

4 Discussion 584 

Figure 12 summarizes the laboratory and numerical results reporting Vp, Vs and the frequency 585 
shift coefficient (Df) for samples LSK068, LSK062, LSK014 and LSK050 as a function of 586 
porosity. On panel a are the absolute velocities – expressed as the average of the measurements 587 
taken across the frequency range. The rectangle heights indicate dispersion - i.e., max to min 588 
velocity across the frequency range. 589 
 590 

 591 
Figure 12. Summary of the laboratory (dark line) and numerical (dashed light line) results. a) 592 
Velocities vs porosity: absolute values (dots) are calculated as the average of the measurements 593 
across the entire frequency bandwidth. The vertical size of the rectangles indicates dispersion 594 
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within the measured frequency bandwidth (i.e., ~0.3-1 MHz). Panel b shows the frequency shift 595 
coefficient (Df) as a function of porosity. 596 
 597 
The P and S velocities measured on sample LSK068 align well with the expected velocities for 598 
an isotropic and homogeneous mixture of calcite crystals. For example, Peselnick & Robie 599 
(1962, 1963) suggested a Vp and Vs for calcite of 6.34 and 3.27 km/s (Mavko et al., 2019). Such 600 
values are similar to our laboratory measurements (Figures 6 and 7). Nevertheless, we should 601 
realize that sample LSK068 has a porosity of 3% and that Peselnick & Robie measured calcite 602 
properties at frequencies between 5 and 7 MHz with an estimated uncertainty up to 4%. 603 
Velocities for samples LSK062, LSK014, and LSK050 are lower than those of LSK068 due to 604 
their higher porosity, which is between 8 and 26% for those samples. These samples also exhibit 605 
higher dispersion than sample LSK068. The dispersion magnitudes for samples LSK068, 606 
LSK062, LSK014, and LSK050 are similar between the laboratory observations and the 607 
numerical simulations. However, absolute values of P velocities differ where the numerical 608 
velocities are larger than the laboratory ones. On the other hand, numerical and laboratory S 609 
velocities are similar. Such a discrepancy could be explained by the choice of bulk and shear 610 
modulus for the µCT-model phases. We assigned a shear modulus of 30 GPa to phase 2 (i.e., 611 
calcite); however, in the literature, it is common to find higher values (Simmons & Wang, 1971).  612 
 613 
Lower laboratory velocities compared to numerical velocities could also arise from different 614 
attenuation levels. We used an elastic wavefield formulation in numerical simulations, so no 615 
energy was lost due to thermoelastic or slippage between mineral grains, generally termed 616 
intrinsic attenuation and dispersion. The laboratory measurements are a function of some 617 
intrinsic attenuation and dispersion, but the amount is unknown.  618 
 619 
For sample LSK068 the segmentation algorithm resulted in only the presence of phase 2, so not 620 
much scattering was expected and observed, and no further analysis can be conducted regarding 621 
the pore size distribution (PSD). The numerical simulation performed for Vp at the lowest 622 
frequency (0.3 MHz) on sample LSK068 exhibited a velocity ~100 m/s lower than the velocities 623 
measured at the other frequencies (Figure 10a). As the distance between source and receivers 624 
was 28.5 mm (i.e., 927 voxels), and the wavelength was 21 mm, we suggest that near field 625 
effects might have biased - lowering- the velocity estimate. 626 
 627 
Specific to sample LSK062, P- and S-wave velocities are notably slower than for LSK068. 628 
Furthermore, the amount of dispersion is much greater than for LSK068, for both P and S-waves. 629 
For comparison, the pore size distribution (PSD) is shown in Figure 13a. We extract three 630 
scatterer sizes (ds) from the PSD corresponding to phase 0, phase 1, and phase 0 plus phase 1. 631 
Each ds is a weighted mean from the distribution ranging from 0.23 to 0.52 mm. The wavelength 632 
to scatterer diameter (l/ds) parameter is plotted as a function of frequency for P and S-waves 633 
(Figure 13b), and it decreases in the range ~80 to ~8 as frequency increases. Finally, Figure 13c 634 
shows the velocity dispersion for P and S waves as a function l/ds. For elastic body waves, two 635 
main types of scattering are typically assumed: Mie and Rayleigh scattering (de Hoop, 1995; 636 
Mavko et al., 2019; Snieder, 2002). Sample LSK014 exhibits similar velocities and an amount of 637 
dispersion comparable to LSK062 for P and S waves (see supporting information) over a similar 638 
frequency range (compare Figures 13c to 13f). This sample has porosity similar to LSK062 and 639 
scatterer sizes (ds) ranging between 0.54 and 0.75 mm as indicated in Figure 13d. The slightly 640 
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larger porosity with respect to LSK062 can also be noticed in the µCT model (Figures 1 and 5). 641 
Consequently, l/ds values are lower than those of sample LSK062 ranging from ~40 to ~6 642 
(Figure 13e). Given the values of the l/ds for samples LSK014 and LSK062, we attribute the P 643 
and S waves dispersion observed in our laboratory and numerical experiments to Rayleigh 644 
scattering. Nevertheless, a few measurements on sample LSK014 exhibit l/ds~2p and might 645 
have been affected by Mie scattering. 646 
 647 
Sample LSK050 presents P and S velocities similar to LSK068, justified by a lower porosity than 648 
LSK062 and LSK014. However, it exhibits an amount of dispersion comparable to or higher 649 
than LSK062 and LSK014 (see supporting information) over a similar frequency range (compare 650 
Figures 13c,f, to 13i). This sample has scatterers with sizes (ds) ranging between 0.54 and 0.95 651 
mm as indicated in Figure 13g and the µCT model (Figures 1 and 5). The µCT model also 652 
reveals that the pore space topology is much different than samples LSK062 and LSK014 653 
exhibiting bigger and less round pores. The presence of bigger pores is also indicated by the 654 
bimodal distribution of the PSD, presenting a peak ~2.5 mm (Figure 13g). We argue that our 655 
PSD analysis is not sophisticated enough and underestimates ds for this sample. Higher ds, in the 656 
order of a few mm, would bring the l/ds values to ~2, suggesting that LSK050 velocities are 657 
affected by Mie scattering or fall between the Rayleigh to Mie region, where the velocities 658 
change abruptly with l/ds (Mavko et al., 2019). 659 
 660 

Sample  LSK068 LSK062 LSK014 LSK050 LSK059 

F (%) 3.0 26.0 21.0 8.0 11.0 

µ C
T

- m
od

el
 

Phase 0 (%) 0.0 2.7 2.9 0.7 0.6 

Phase 1 (%) 0.0 47.4 43.7 17.7 7.9 

PS
D

 Phase 0 (%) 0.0 2.8 3.2 0.7 0.6 

Phase 1 (%) 0.0 52.7 46.7 21.2 7.6 

Table 3. Sample porosities (F), relative volumes of segmentation phases estimated from the 661 
µCT-model, and pore size distributions (PSD). 662 
 663 

The dispersive nature of samples LSK062, LSK014 and LSK050 is also shown by Figure 12b, 664 
where the frequency shift coefficient (Df) is below that of sample LSK068 and roughly inversely 665 
proportional to porosity. For the numerical experiments on sample LSK068, Df is very close to 666 
one indicating no dispersion again. On the other hand, laboratory measurements on sample 667 
LSK068 exhibit Df above one, especially for Vs measurements. We argue that such an effect is 668 
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related to the tendency of the piezoelectric transducers to resonate at their nominal frequency, 669 
shifting the frequency content of the signals towards 1 MHz. 670 

 671 
Other laboratory scenarios 672 
 673 
Laboratory settings for the work presented here included measurements at different frequencies 674 
for a constant effective - in this case, also confining - pressure on dry samples. We list here three 675 
other scenarios and the potential differences in scattering and dispersion. 1) One scenario to 676 
consider is to use dry samples for varying effective pressures and varying frequencies. As 677 
effective pressure increases, flaws, cracks, and elongated pores would tend to close. As a result, 678 
the amount of scattering and dispersion should decrease as effective pressure increases. 2) If the 679 
measurements were conducted using fluid-saturated samples but at the single benchtop effective 680 
pressure, we would expect less scattering than in the dry case. This decrease would occur 681 
because of the smaller contrast in elastic properties between the saturating fluid and the rock 682 
relative to the contrast between air and rock. However, the observed dispersion due to scattering 683 
could be small relative to the dispersion caused by one or more WIFF mechanisms. 3) 684 
Combining the first two would entail saturated-rock measurements for variable frequency and 685 
effective pressure. Again, as the effective pressure increases, small-scale features would close, so 686 
scattering would decrease. However, like in the second scenario, WIFF mechanisms would be 687 
present, whose individual and collective magnitudes could be larger than scattering effects. 688 
Along with these aspects, the rock microstructure will still control the critical frequencies at 689 
which the various dispersion mechanisms would take effect. 690 
 691 

 692 
Figure 13. Panels a, c, and g show the pore size distributions (PSD) for the samples LSK062, 693 

LSK014, and LSK050. PSDs are calculated on the µCT imagery and are expressed as 7<EF
7B9

 - i.e., 694 
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the derivative of the volume of pores having a diameter below a certain ds on ds. Panels b, e, 695 
and h show the l/ds as a function of fc for the Vp and Vs numerical experiments on LSK062, 696 
LSK014, and LSK050. These panels show that l/ds is comprised between 2 and 100, an interval 697 
in which Rayleigh scattering is mostly active. Panels c, f, and i show the numerical and 698 
laboratory-measured velocities as a function of l/ds. K&T '74 (blue stars) indicate velocities 699 
according to the effective medium theory proposed by Kuster & Toksöz (1974), calculated 700 
assuming the segmentation phase properties from Table 2 and quantities calculated according to 701 
the PSD (see Panels a, d, and g and Table 3). 702 
 703 
Implications 704 
 705 
Results from this work have three primary implications. One deals with Gassmann (1951) fluid 706 
substitution. In the practice of fluid substitution, one assumption is that the velocities of dry 707 
rocks do not vary as a function of frequency. This assumption allows for ultrasonic 708 
measurements of dry rocks to be used in low-frequency (field scale and well log) calculations for 709 
velocities of saturated rocks. If the rock microstructures, such as those in the dispersive samples 710 
shown here, cause significant scattering and velocity dispersion, then the application of fluid 711 
substitution will contain errors. The second implication falls in the purview of upscaling from the 712 
laboratory to the field scale. More specifically, the scattering observed at high frequency is due 713 
to heterogeneities comparable in size to the wavelength. At lower frequency or larger scale, 714 
heterogeneities the size of those longer wavelengths should also scatter the propagating 715 
wavefields. Geologic features that could potentially be scatterers include, but are not limited to, 716 
sedimentary and stratigraphic structures, diagenetic patterns,  and volcanic deposits. An 717 
understanding of this scaling behavior would need to be studied through phenomenological 718 
viscoelastic models. The third implication pertains to laboratory ultrasonic measurements. 719 
Recorded waveforms should be analyzed routinely in terms of their spectral content. Although 720 
some mention of this effort is in the literature, most reported laboratory data are grouped by the 721 
dominant or nominal central frequency of the source input. Those source input frequencies are 722 
important to know, but the frequency content of the observed waveforms carries equally, if not 723 
more important information. 724 

5 Conclusions 725 

We conclude that the scattering of elastic waves has a first-order effect on the velocities of 726 
elastic waves in porous rocks like carbonates and that velocity variations might have reasons 727 
beyond the commonly invoked mechanisms, such as variation of pore shapes. Our measurements 728 
indicate a significant increase in the velocity of waves propagating through carbonate samples 729 
when the wavelength-to-scatterer size ratio is below 2p. In the past, variations of elastic wave 730 
velocities could have been misinterpreted, and future measurements should be analyzed along 731 
with the observed dispersion and frequency shift when possible.  732 
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Supporting information 9 

Part of the calibration process is to determine and transfer function of the transducers that we 10 
used in the experiments. The experiments involved the use of two P and two S transducers, and 11 
their magnitude transfer functions are shown in Figure S1. Time delays in the experimental setup 12 
were determined from travel time measurements of stainless steel standards. Those 13 
measurements resulted in empirically derived functions for P (Figure S2a) and S (Figure S2b) 14 
waves. 15 

 16 
Figure S1. Magnitude of the transfer functions of the four transducers (two P and two S) used in 17 
this study.  18 

 19 
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 20 
Figure S2. Calibration data and fitting curves providing the delays (Dtp and Dts) in microseconds 21 
as a function of frequency (f) in MHz. 22 
 23 
 24 

Figures S3–S5 contain frequency-dependent velocities and Vp/Vs values for samples LSK014, 25 
LSK050, and LSK059. Laboratory and numerical values are included for LSK014 and LSK050 26 
but only laboratory values for LSK059. All three samples exhibit dispersion well beyond the 27 
error bars.  28 

 29 
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 30 
Figure S3. Panel a and b are sample LSK014 frequency-dependent Vp and Vs, respectively. 31 
Diamonds and circles indicate laboratory and numerical measurements, respectively. Red and 32 
gray markers have frequencies equal to fo and fi, respectively. Errorbars have magnitues equal 33 
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to 𝛥𝑉!,#. The overall Vp and Vs ranges are several hundred m/s for both laboratory and 34 
numerical experiments. Lastly in panel c are the frequency-dependent Vp to Vs ratios (Vp/Vs) 35 
that are calculated for each pair of Vp and Vs points measured the same fi. Vp/Vs frequencies 36 
are calculated as the average of the frequencies of point pairs. Error bars on Vp/Vs are the RMS 37 
average of the error bars on Vp and Vs point pairs. 38 

 39 

 40 

 41 
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 42 
Figure S4. Panel a and b are sample LSK050 frequency-dependent Vp and Vs, respectively, for 43 
laboratory measurements and numerical simulations. Red and gray markers have frequencies 44 
equal to fo and fi, respectively. Errorbars have magnitues equal to 𝛥𝑉!,#. The overall velocity 45 
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range is about 300 m/s for both laboratory and numerical experiments. Lastly in panel c are the 46 
frequency-dependent Vp to Vs ratios (Vp/Vs) that are calculated for each pair of Vp and Vs 47 
points measured the same fi. Vp/Vs frequencies are calculated as the average of the frequencies 48 
of point pairs. Error bars on Vp/Vs are the RMS average of the error bars on Vp and Vs point 49 
pairs. 50 

 51 

 52 
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 53 
Figure S5. Panel a and b are sample LSK059 frequency-dependent Vp and Vs, respectively. 54 
Laboratory measurements are displayed. Red and gray markers have frequencies equal to fo and 55 
fi, respectively. Errorbars have magnitues equal to 𝛥𝑉!,#. The overall velocity range is about 56 
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300 m/s for both Vp and Vs. Lastly in panel c are the frequency-dependent Vp to Vs ratios 57 
(Vp/Vs) that are calculated for each pair of Vp and Vs points measured the same fi. Vp/Vs 58 
frequencies are calculated as the average of the frequencies of point pairs. Error bars on Vp/Vs 59 
are the RMS average of the error bars on Vp and Vs point pairs. 60 
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